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Denote by e*(L) and ~,(L) respectively the upper length and lower length of a finite lattice 
L. The lattice L is said to be uniform if for each integer k with e,(L) < k < ¢*(L) there exists in 
L a maximal chain of length k. It is shown that the closed-set lattice of a finite graph G is 
uniform if G is a tree. The result is not necessarily true if G is not a tree. 
I. Introduction 
Let G be a simple graph with vertex set V(G) and edge set E(G). For each a in 
V(G),  let N(a) = {u ~ V(G) l ua e E(G)} be the set of neighbours of a. A subset 
S of V(G) is called a closed set of G if, for each pair of distinct elements a, b in S, 
N(a) N N(b) ~_ S. Let ~(G)  be the family of all closed sets of G, inclusive of the 
empty set. It is obvious that ~(G)  forms under set-inclusion a lattice with least 
element ~ and greatest element V(G) in which the meet A ^ B is the set- 
intersection A N B and the join A v B is the closed set generated by A U B in G 
for any pair of members A, B in .~(G). The lattice ~(G),  which was first 
introduced by Sauer (see [6]), is called the closed-set lattice of G. 
Obviously, a dosed set A of G is an atom of ~(G)  if and only if A is a 
singleton. It is thus immediate that the lattice .~(G) is atomistic, that is, every 
element of ~(G)  is the join of all atoms contained in it. The lattice ~(G)  can be 
modular. However, as shown in [6], ~(G)  is modular if and only if every atom of 
~(G)  is covered by V(G). It was also pointed out in [6] that the structure of 
~(G)  does not in general determine that of the graph G in the sense that there 
are non-isomorphic graphs G and H such that ~(G)  "- ~(H).  It is thus interesting 
to know what conditions hould be imposed on G or H so that .~(G)- ' -~(H) 
only if G = H. This and other related problems have been studied in [4, 5]. In this 
paper, we consider another structural problem of .~(G) in terms of its lengths. 
Let G be a graph. The length ~(F) of a chain F in the lattice ~(G)  is defined as 
Ill - 1. The upper length of ~(G) ,  denoted by e*(~(G)), is defined as 
e*(~(G)) = max{e(r) I r is a chain in -~(G)}, 
while the lower length of ~(G) ,  denoted by e.(.~(G)), is defined as 
e,(.~(G)) = min{e(F) [ / ' is  a maximal chain in -~(G)}. 
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It is easy to construct graphs G such that e*(~(G))  ~ e,(LP(G)). Following [2], 
the lattice ~(G)  is said to be uniform if for each integer k with <~ k <<- 
there exists in LP(G) a maximal chain of length k. 
Many graphs possess uniform closed-set lattices. Observe that for each 
complete p-partite (p >I 3) graph Kn,,n~ ..... ,p of order n I + n 2 +"  " • +np (n  i 1> 1 for 
each i), e,(~(Knl,,,2 ..... np)) = 2= e*(~(Knl,~: ..... ~p)); for each complete bipartite 
graph K,,,,, (m, n >~2), ¢,,(£C(Km,,,))= 3 = e*(~(Km,,)); and for each star KI,,,, 
¢,(~(K1,,))  = n + 1 = e*(~(KI,,)). The closed-set lattices of these graphs are 
certainly uniform. Furthermore, it can be proved that for each cycle Cn of order 
n, the lattice ~(Cn) is uniform and in this case e* (~(C , ) )=n-  1, while 
e,(~(Cn)) = {3Zn}, where {x} denotes the least integer greater than or equal to 
the real x. 
In this paper, we are devoted to the study of the uniformity of the closed-set 
lattice of a tree. For a tree T, while it is obvious that ~?*(~(T)) = IV(T)I, it is not 
an easy task to determine the exact value of e , (~(T)) .  Moreover, the difference 
e*(~(T))  - f , (~(T) )  can be as large as possible in the class of trees. Indeed, for 
each nonnegative integer m, there exist trees T such that e*(~(T)) - e , (~(T) )  = 
m. For instance, if P3m+l is a path of length 3m, then e*(~(P3,,,+l))- 
e,(~(P3,,,+l)) = m. A question thus arises naturally: Is the lattice ~(T)  of a tree 
T always uniform? It is our main aim in this paper to provide an affirmative 
answer to this question. 
Throughout his paper, all graphs and lattices are assumed to be finite. We 
refer to [1] and [3] respectively for all terminology and results on graphs and 
lattices not explained here. 
2. Closed sets generated by vertices of a tree 
To establish our main result in this paper, we first study in this section 
structures of closed sets generated by sets of vertices in a tree. 
Let T be a tree and u, v • V(T) with u ~ v. The following statements are 
clearly equivalent: 
(1) N(u) N N(v) ~ t~, 
(2) d(u, v) = 2, 
(3) IS(u) fq U(v)l = 1. 
Introduce a partial operation '*' on V(T) as follows: For u, v • V(T) with 
u ~ v, u * v is the element in N(u) N N(v) if N(u) 0 N(v)~ O. Thus u * v is 
defined if and only if d(u, v)= 2. The operation '*' is commutative but not 
associative in general. 
Let {al, a2,..  •, a,} ~_ V(T), where r 1> 1 and ai's are not necessarily pairwise 
distinct. Assume that each of the elements in the following sequence is defined: 
aa, al*a2, (a l*a2)*a3, . . . ,  ( . . .  ((al*a2)*a3).. .)*at. 
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Then for simplicity we shall use the expression a~ * a 2 * .  • " * a r to denote the last 
element in the sequence. That is, 
a l *a2*""  " *ar - - ( . . .  ( (a l *a2)*a3) . . . ) *a r  
whenever the latter one is defined• 
Let x be a fixed vertex in T. A vertex y in T, y :~ x, is said to be reachable f rom 
x if y =x * v~* v2* - - -  * Vm for some vertices v~, v2 , . . . ,  Vm in T, where m i> 1. 
We say that m is 'a' least integer needed in the expression y = x * v~ * v2 *" • • * Vm 
if y ~: X * V~O) * Vi(2) *" " "* Vi(k) for any k with 1 ~< k < m, where 
{Vi (1 )  , V i (2 ) ,  . • . , V i (k )  } G: {V l ,  V2 ,  . • . , Vm}.  
Lemma 1. Let  x, y, Vl,  v2, . . . , V m be vertices o f  a tree T such that x * v~ * v 2 * 
• • • * Vm is def ined and y = x * Vl * v2 *" • • * Vm. Then m is a least integer needed in 
the above  express ion fo r  y i f  and  on ly  i f  
P: x -x .  V l -X  * Vl * v2 -  • • . -x ,  v 1 , 13 2 , • • • ,  v m 
is a path  f rom x toy  in T. 
Proof. Clearly P is a walk from x to y in T. If P is not a path, then there exist 
i , j= l ,  2 , . . . ,m with i< j  such that x*v~* . . . *v~=x*v~* . . . *v i * . . . *v~.  
But then y ' - -X*V l* ' ' ' *V i *V j+ l* ' ' ' *Vra  (y ' - -X*V l*V2* ' ' •*V i  if j=m) ,  
which contradicts the minimality of m. Thus P is a path in T. 
Conversely, assume that P is a path from x to y in T. If m is not a least integer 
needed, then y :x*v i (1 )~*V i (E )* ' ' ' *V i (k )  for some k with l<~k<m and 
{v~(1), v~(2), • • •, Vi(k)} c_{Vl, rE, • • •, Vm}. We may assume now that k is a least 
integer needed. By the above result just established, P ' :  x-x  * v~(1)-...  -x  * 
v~(1)* . "  * vi(k) is also a path from x to y in T. As k ~ m, P and P'  are distinct 
paths joining x and y in T, which is impossible. Hence m is a least integer 
needed. [] 
The following two corollaries follow immediately from Lemma 1 and the fact 
that any two vertices of a tree are joined by a unique path. 
Corollary 1. Let  T be a tree• Let  m and  n be least integers needed in the 
expressions x * v l  * v2 * " • • * Vm and x * u l  * u2 * • • • * un respectively, where x, ui's, 
v / s  are in T• I f  X*V l*V2* ' '•*Vm=X*Ul*U2*• '•*Un in T, then m=n and 
x ,v1*"  " *v i=x*u l* ' " *u i  in T fo r  each i=  1, 2, . . .  , n. 
Corollary 2. Let  T be a tree and y = x * v 1 * v 2 *• " " * Vm, where x, y, vi's are in T. 
Then m is 'the" least integer needed in the expression fo r  y i f  and only i f  
d (x ,  y )  = m. 
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The next corol lary will be applied in the proof of Lemma 2. 
Corollary 3. Let T be a tree. Let m be the least integer needed in the expression 
y = x * Vl * v2 *" • " * Vm, where x, y, vi's are in T. Then x and vi's are all distinct in 
T. 
Proof.  We shall proceed by induction on m. For m = 1, x and v~ are clearly 
distinct in T. Assume that the statement is true for m = k (I>1). When m = k + 1, 
for simplicity, we let Vo = x and a /= Vo* Vl *" • • * v / fo r  each i = 0, 1, 2 , . . . ,  m. 
By Lemma 1, ao-a l -a2 - . . . - -ak+ 1 is a path in T. Therefore ao-a l - . . . -a  k and 
a l -a2 - . . . - -ak+l  are paths in T, each of length k. By Lemma 1 and induction 
hypothesis, I{vo, V l , . . . ,Vk}[  = l{a l ,vE , . . . , vk+l} l=k+l .  As a l -aE - . . . -  
ak+ 1 - -  1]k+ 1 is a path in T, d(al ,  Vk+I) = k + 1 t> 2. Hence Vo and vl are different 
from Vk+l as d(al ,  Vo)= d(al ,  Vl )= 1. Thus vi's are all distinct in T for each 
i = 0, 1, 2 , . . . ,  k + 1, completing the proof. [] 
Let G be a graph and A c_ V(G) .  The closed set of G generated by A, denoted 
by (A) ,  is the smallest closed set of G containing A. 
Lemma 2. Let T be a tree, A be a nonempty closed set o f  T, and x e V(T )  -A .  
Then (ALI {x}) =A LI {x} LJ {x*a l *a2* - . - *a , ,  I n = 1, 2 , . . . ,  and a~'s are dis- 
tinct elements o f  A }. 
Proof. Let H = A U {x} U B, where B = {x * a 1 * az *" • • * a,, ] n = 1, 2 , . . . ,  and 
ai's are distinct elements of A}. In what follows, we may assume that n is the least 
integer needed in the expression x * al * a2 *" • • * an. We note that if D is a closed 
set of T containing A U {x}, then D contains H. Thus to show that (A U {x} ) = 
H,  it suffices to show that H is closed in T. Let y, z e H such that y * z is defined. 
We shall show that y * z e H. There are five cases to consider. 
Case 1. y, z e A.  Obviously, y * z e A ___ H as A is closed in T. 
Case 2. y e A and z = x. Clearly, y * z = x * y e B c H. 
Case 3. yeA and z=x*a~*a2* . . . *aneB.  Asy*z=z*y=x*a~*- - - *a , , *  
y, let k be the least integer needed in the expression y * z = x * ai(l)* a~(2)*'-" *
ai(k) , where 1 ~k<-n  + 1 and {aio), ai(2) , . . .  , ai(k) } ~ {al, a2,  . . . , an, y} c_A. 
By Corol lary 3 to Lemma 1, a i (1 ) , . . . ,  a~(k) are all distinct in A. Hence 
y*zeB~_H.  
Case 4. y = x and z = x*a~ *a2*.  • "*an EB. Since x-x*a~-x*a~ *a2- . . . - x*  
al * "'" * an is the only path joining x and z in T and since d(x, z ) -  d(y, z )= 2, 
we must have n = 2 and in this case y * z = x * (x * a~ * a2) = x * a~ e B ~_ H. 
n . r 
Case5. y, zeB .  Lety=x*a l* . . . *anandz=x*a l* ' "  am. I fy*z=x*a l *  
• • -*a,_~, then y*z  eB~_H.  Otherwise, x-x*a~ . . . . .  x*a l * . . . *a ,  =y-y*  
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t • t , ~' 
z -z  is a path  in T jo in ing  x and z. S ince x-x  *at . .  -x  *a l  * -  • • am - z is a lso 
r , t _ _  a path in T joining x and z, we must have y * z = x * al *" • • am-1 6 B c H. 
Hence we conclude that H is closed in T and the proof of Lemma 2 is therefore 
complete. [] 
Let G be a graph. For A ~_ V(G) ,  let N(A)  = [..J (N(a)  [ a ~ A).  The following 
exchange property of generators of closed sets in T is useful and interesting. 
Lemma 3. Let T be a tree and A be a nonempty closed set o f  T. Let x and y be two 
vertices in T such that x ~ N(A)  - A and y ~ A U {x}. I f  y e (A U {x}), then 
x e (A U {y}). 
Proof. By Lemma 2, y = x * al * a2 *" • " * an, where ai's are  distinct elements of A 
and n is the least integer needed. By Lemma 1, P: x-x  *a l - . . .  - x  *a I *"  • • *an 
is a path from x to y in T. As y ~A, P f3 {al, a2, . . . ,  an} = 0 .  Thus y -y*  
an- ry  * an -1  * an -2 - -  • • • -Y  * an -1  * an -E*"  " " * a~ = x * a~ is a path from y to 
x * al in T. Let x ~ N(ao) where ao e A. As y ~ A, x * al ~ ao. Hence x = (x * al) * 
ao = y * a,,-1 * an -E*"  " " * a l  * ao e (A  U {y} ~, completing the proof. [] 
Corollary. Let A be a closed set of  a tree T. Let x and y be vertices in T such that 
x~N(A) -A  and y~AU{x}.  Then y~(AO{x}} i f  and only i f  (AU{y})= 
(A U {x}). 
Proof. It suffices to prove the necessity. Thus assume y e (A U {x}). It follows 
that A U {y} c_ (A U {x} ) and hence (A U {y} ) ~_ (A U {x} ). On the other hand, 
as x e (A U {y}) by Lemma 3, we have (A U {x}) ~_ (A U {y}). The equality 
thus holds. [] 
Lenuna 4. Let A and B be closed sets o f  a tree T such that (i) A c B and (ii) there 
exists u ~ B -A  with deg(u) = 1. Then A --< B in ~(T)  i f  and on ly / fB  =A U {u}. 
Proof. It suffices to prove the necessity. Thus assume A--< B in ~(T) .  To show 
that B = A U {u}, we need only to show that A U {u} is closed in T. If A U {u} is 
not closed, then since A is closed, there exists a cA such that a*u  ~A U {u}. 
Consider C= (AU {a .u}) .  Clearly, A<C in .~(T). As a, ueB,  we have 
a * u e B and hence C = (A U {a * u}) ~_ B. Since deg(u) = 1 and u ~ A U {a * u}, 
we conclude that u ~ C. Thus A < C < B in ~(T) ,  which is a contradiction. Hence 
A O {u} must be closed in T and the proof is complete. [] 
3. Uniformity 
In this section, we prove our main result that the closed-set lattice ~(T)  is 
always uniform for every tree T. Our proof is by induction on the order of T, 
which is essentially based on the following crucial result. 
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Theorem 1. Let T be a tree of order at least two and u ~ V(T)  with deg(u) = 1. 
Let T' = T -  {u}. I f  5f(T) has a maximal chain of length t, then ~(T ' )  has a 
maximal chain of length (t - 1) or t. 
Proof. Let F: t~ = Ao -< A~ ~ A 2 --< • " • --< A, = V(T)  be a maximal chain of length t
in .T(T). Let i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  t such that u e Ai -A i -1 .  By Lemma 4, A~ = Ai_l U 
{u}. For each k with i <~ k <~ t, let A~ = Ak -- {u}. Clearly, A~ e Le(T') and 
t 
Ai = Ai-1. 
Consider the following chain F' in ~(T ' ) :  
I F': (J =Ao~A1 -<" • • -~Ai_I =A" < A ; +  1 <"  • • <At = V(T') .  
Let 13 e V(T)  such that 13u e E(T).  
Case 1. v ~ A~. As Ai = Ai-1 U {u} and v :~ u, we have v e Ai-1. We shall show 
that A~ ~ A~,+I in ~(T ' )  for each k with i ~ k ~< t -  1. Suppose on the contrary 
that there exists A e~(T ' )  such that A'k<A<A'k+X in ~(T ' ) .  Obviously, 
A e LC(T). We claim that A U {u} is closed in T. If not, then as A e 2(T) ,  there 
exists a cA  such that a*u~A U {u}. Since v =a.u ,  it follows that v~A U {u} 
and hence v ~A; =A~_I, a contradiction. Thus A U {u} e ~(T) .  But then 
Ak <A U {u} <Ak+l in .~(T), which is again impossible. Hence A'k~A'k+~ in 
&e(T') for each k with i ~< k ~< t -  1 and thus F'  is a maximal chain of length 
( t -  1) in ~(T ' ) .  
Case 2. v ~ Ai. Let j = i + 1, i + 2, . . . ,  t such that v e Aj - Aj-1. If N(v) - 
{u} = 0, then T is of order two and in this case, the result of Theorem 1 is trivial. 
Thus assume that N(v)  - {u} = {vl, v2 , . . . ,  13p}, where p I> 1. Since 13 ¢ Aj_l 
and u eAj_ l  (note that ~ i< - j -1 ) ,  it follows that Vk$A~_~ for each k= 
1 ,2 , . . .  ,p. 
Case 2(i). [,.flk=l N(Vk) N Aj-1 = l~. Let A - Aj-1U {v}. Since d(x, v) >I 3 for each 
x eAj_l  - {u} by assumption, it follows that A e ~(T) .  Now Aj_I <A ~<Aj and 
Aj_~ ~ Aj in ~(T)  imply that Aj = A --Aj_I U {13}. Hence A}-I --< A} in ~(T ' ) .  
Claim 1. A~ ~A~+~ 4 . . .~A}_~ in &e(T'). 
Let i ~< k ~<j - 2 and assume on the contrary that there exists A ~ ~(T ' )  such 
that A'k<A <A~,+I in Le(T'). Then Ak cA O {u} =Ak+~ in T. We shall show 
that A U {u} is closed in T. Since Ak+~ ~_ Aj_~ and 13 ~ Aj_~, v ~ Ak+~. As 
u e Ai c Ak+l,  it follows that v, ~ Ak+l and hence 13, ~ A U {u} for each s = 
1, 2 , . . .  ,p. Thus d(x, u) I> 3 for each x cA,  which implies that A U {u} is dosed 
in T, as asserted. Now we have Ak < A O {u} < Ak+l in ~(T) ,  a contradiction. 
Hence Claim 1 follows. 
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Cla im 2. A j  ---< Aj+I -<. • • --< At in &e(T'). 
Let j<-s <~t-1  and assume on the contrary that there exists B e ~(T ' )  such 
that A'<B<A'+I  in &e(T'). Then AscBU{u}cAs+l  in T. Since veAj~_ 
As c B U {u} and B e ~(T ' ) ,  it follows that B U {u} e ~(T).  But then we have 
As < B U {u} <As+l in ~(T) ,  a contradiction. Hence Claim 2 follows. 
Combining the above two results with that A;-1--< A; in ~(T ' ) ,  we conclude 
that F' is a maximal chain of length ( t -  1) in LP(T'). 
Case 2(ii). Lfk=l N(Ok) CI Aj-1 ~ fJ. We may assume that N(1)I) fq Aj-1 ~ f). Let 
w • N(1)I) CIAj_ 1. AS lJ •A j -A j _ I  and w •Aj_ I  ~Aj ,  we have v # w and 
Vl = v * w • Aj. Note also that u • Ai and vs ~ Aj_I for each s = 1 , . . . ,  p. 
1 Claim 1. A~ ~ A~+I --<" " " "-'< A] - I  in ~(T ' ) .  
Let i ~< k ~<j-  2 and assume on the contrary that there exists B • &P(T') such 
that A'k<B<A'k+I in &e(T'). Then AkcBU{u}CAk+l  in T. Since Ak+l~ 
Aj-1, it follows that v ~ B and vs ¢ B for each s = 1 , . . . ,  p. Thus d(x, u) i> 3 for 
each x e B, which implies that B U {u} is closed in T. But then we have 
Ak < B U {u} <Ak+l in Sg(T), a contradiction. Hence Claim 1 follows. 
Let D = (A;_IU {vl}) be the closed set in T' generated by A}_aU {ol}. 
Clearly, D is also closed in T. As vl • D-A]_ I ,  we have A}_ 1 < D in Le(T'). 
t ~ t ~ t Since Aj_x U {v~} cA j ,  it follows that D --~Aj in ~(T ' ) .  Assume that v • D. By 
1 Lemma 2, v =v l*a l * . " *a , , ,  where ai's are elements in Aj_I. But then 
a,,, • N(v)NAb_l ,  which contradicts the fact that N(v)¢3A]_1 =~. Hence v • 
Aj -D  and so we have A]_a<D <A] in ~(T ' ) .  
Claim 2. A~_I ~ D in ~(T ' ) .  
We need only to show that for each y • D - A~_~, (A~_I U {y}} = D in T'. We 
have 1I 1 ~ A}_ 1 and v~ • N(w) ~ N(A~_x). Let y • D - A;-1. If y = Vl, then clearly 
(A}_~U{y})=D.  Assume y#vl .  Then y~A;_ lU{Vl} .  Since yeD=(A}_ lO  
{vl}}, by the corollary to Lemma 3, it follows that (A}_I U {y})= (A;_IU 
{vl}) = D in T'. Thus A}-I --< O in ,~(T'). 
Claim 3. D --< A; in ~(T ' ) .  
We shall show that for each yeA; -D ,  (DU{y}}=A} in T'. Thus, let 
y • A~ - D. Then y :4: vl and y • Aj - A j -1 .  As Aj_  1 "-< Aj in *Y(T), Aj = (Aj-1 U 
{y }) in T. Clearly, (D U {y} ) ~_ A]. We now prove the reverse inclusion. Thus, 
let a eA~ =Aj -  {u} = (Aj-1U {y}) - {u}. If a eAj_~ U {y}, then a • D U {y} ~_ 
(DU{y}) .  Assume now a~Aj_ IU(y} .  By Lemma 2, a=y*a l*aE*" ' *a~,  
where ai's are distinct elements of Aj_I. Let n be the least integer needed in the 
above expression. If u ~ {a l , . . . ,  a,}, then a • (A~-I U {y}) c (D U {y}}, as 
required. Hence we may assume that u = aq for a unique q = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n. We 
assert hat y * al *" " • * aq-1 =fi/31. If q = 1, then clearly y * al *" • • * aq-1 = y ~ vl. 
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Suppose on the contrary that y * al*" • • * aq-1  =/31, where q >I 2. Then 
vl • (A}_I t_J {y } ). Observe that y-y  • a l - . . .  - (y  * al * "  "* aq-1 = Vl)-(y * al * 
• • • * aq_ 1 * U = 13)-U is a path in T joining y and u. Thus d(u, y) I> 3. As 
vt • Aj - Aj-1, Aj = (Aj_I LI {vl} ). Since y • Aj = (Aj_~ O {vl} ) and y ~ Aj-1 O 
{vl}, y=v l ,b~* ' "*bm,  where bi's are distinct elements in Aj_~. As 
d(bm, y )= l  and d(u,y)>13, we have bm:/:u and hence bm•A}- l .  Thus 
y •N(A ;_~) -A ;_ I .  Since Vl ~A;-1U {y} and v~ • (a ; -1U {y} ), by Lemma 3, we 
have y • (A}_~ t.J {v l} )= D, a contradiction. Hence we conclude that y *a l*  
• " " *aq- l¢v l  and 
a =y  *a  1 * • • • *aq_  1 *u  *aq+ 1 * • • • *a  n =y  *a  1 * • • • *aq_ l  * 
u l *aq+l* .  . . *a  n • (O  t.J {y} }. 
Therefore (D LI {y} } - ' Aj  in T', as was to be shown. 
Claim 4. A~--<A}+I--<" .--<A', in L~(T'). 
Let j <~s < t. To show that A"--<A'+~ in Le(T'), again we show that (A" t.J 
{y}) =A '+I  in T' for each y •A '+ I -A~.  Thus, let y •A '+~-A ' .  Then y • 
As+l -As  and (As t . J{y})=As+x in T. Clearly, (A ' t . J{y})~_A'+l  in T'. To 
prove the reverse inclusion, let a •A '+I  =As+l  - {u}  = (As  U {y})  - {u} .  If 
a •As  LI {y}, it is trivial that a cA" t.J {y} c_ (A" U {y}}. Assume now that 
a~As  LI {y}. Then a =y*a l * ' " *an ,  where ai's are distinct elements in As. If 
u ~ {al, a2, • • • , an}, then a e (A" LI {y} }, as required. Thus assume u = aq for a 
t I unique q = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n. Now y * al *" • • * aq-1 * u -- 1) • Aj c_ As and so a = v * 
aq+l*'" . *a , ,ea '~_  (A ' t . J{u}}.  Hence A'+I C _ (A~ U {y}) and we have A'+s = 
(A" U {y } } in T', proving Claim 4. 
Combining Claims 1-4, we conclude in Case 2(ii) that F": t~ = A0--< As--<" • • 
l I --< Ai-1 = A" --< A'+I -'<'" • --< Aj-1 --< D --< Aj --<. • • --< A~ = V(T ' )  is a maximal 
chain of length t in Le(T'). 
The proof of Theorem 1 is therefore complete. [] 
Corollary. Let T be a tree of order at least two and u • V(T) with deg(u)  = 1. Let 
T' = T -{u} .  Then e , (ze(T ' ) )  <~ e,(ze(T)).  
Lemma 5. Let G be a graph of  order n. Then e*(.T(G)) = n if and only if G is a 
tree. 
Proof. If G is a tree, it can be proved by induction on n that e*(~(G))  = n. If G 
is not a tree, let Ck: V l -V2- . . . - -Vk - -V l  (3 ~< k ~< n) be a cycle contained in G. 
Suppose that Le(G) contains a chain ~ --< Ao --< A1 --< • • • --< An = V(G)  of length n. 
Then IA,- A,-d = 1 for each i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n. Let m be the smallest integer such 
that V(Ck) ~_ Am. Then V(Ck) ~ Am-1 and we may assume that v2 ~ Am-1 as Ck is 
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a cycle. Thus either vl ~Am-1 or v3 ~Am-1. In either case, we have [Am- 
Am-d I> 2, which is a contradiction. Hence e*(~e(G)) < n if G is not a tree. [] 
We are now in a position to establish the following 
Theorem 2. The lattice ~(  T) is uniform for every T. 
Proof. We shall prove the statement by induction on n = IV(T)I. 
For n = 1, 2, 3, the lattice .~(T) is clearly uniform. Assume the statement is 
true for n -  1. Let T be a tree of order n and let k be an integer such that 
e , (~(T) )  < k < Pick a vertex u in T with deg(u) = 1. Let T' = 
T -  {u}. By the corollary to Theorem 1, we have and 
hence by Lemma 5 
e , (~(T ' ) )  <~ k - 1 <n-  1 = e*(.Y(T')). 
By induction hypothesis, .Y(T') contains a maximal chain 
F': fJ = Bo ~ B1 -~ " " ~ Bk-1  = V(T ' )  
of length k - 1. Clearly, 
F: fJ = Bo -'< B1 --<"" -'< nk-1 --< V(T)  
is a maximal chain of length k in .Y(T). 
The proof is thus complete. [] 
Remark. Theorem 2 is no longer true for graphs containing cycles. An example is 
given in Fig. 1. For the graph G of Fig. 1, note that as shown in Fig. 2, 
= 2, 4 and there exists no maximal chain of length 3 in 
a 
G : 
1 6 
2 5 
b c 
3 4 
Fig. 1. 
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V(G) = {a ,b ,c , t ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,6}  
L(G) : 
{a,b ,c} 
{a,b},..</ {a,c}J.,, { 
{a}Q,.. {b}O,,. {c}Q {t}O {2}0 {3} 
¢ 
Fig. 2. 
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